Limited Warranty – LED Fixtures

Unami warrants our indoor LED fixtures, inclusive of the LED arrays and LED drivers, to be free of material or workmanship for a period of 5 years from the date the product was shipped from the Unami factory. The LED arrays will only be considered defective in material or workmanship if a total of 15% or greater of each LED array does not illuminate. All LED products must be installed in applications with ambient temperatures within the specified range and must be operated on electrical systems with voltages that are ALWAYS within the specification for the LEDs and arrays. Third party components incorporated into the Unami products that are not manufactured by Unami are exempt from our warranty; but these products may be covered by the original equipment manufacturer.

Any other components or optional components beyond the LED arrays and LED drivers, such as emergency battery backup, cords, lens material, will be covered under the standard general warranty of 3 years and any warranty of the original manufacturer. Please refer to the general warranty. (For vaportight luminaires, the lens is considered to be part of the LED luminaire housing and is covered for a period of 5 years.)

Unami will not be responsible for any LED or array failures caused by external causes, including but not limited to the following: physical damage, fire, acts of nature, exposure to chemicals in which it is not intended, exposure to any and all types of corrosive chemicals, chemicals for cleaning, high pressure wash down, power spikes — high or low which go beyond the specified limits, any other outside agency inclusive of vibration, animal infestation or contamination. No changes to the product that impact the operation or UL of the product will be covered.

All products will be installed in compliance with the National Electric Code. Any deviation will void any warrantee. Any substandard mechanical installation, if creating any damage to the product, inclusive of hanging systems, will also void the warranty. Any third party components added to Unami fixtures that may cause failure will void this warranty. This limited warranty is void if the product is not used for the purpose for which it was sold and intended.

In the event that Unami LED arrays or drivers fail with Unami being at fault, it will be Unami’s option to repair or replace the products with the same functioning equal product or component. This warranty excludes any equipment or labor necessary to remove, repair, or replace the faulty product. Any replacement product or component does not extend the warranty period.

Unami reserves the right to request faulty product be sent to its factory for inspection and testing. In order to make a claim, you must notify Unami in writing within sixty days after your discovery of any defect, and must provide the original invoice for the material.

All warranty claims will be placed on hold if there is an outstanding balance on the project. Warranty activity will not resume until payment has been made per terms

THE FORGOING WARRANTY PROVISIONS ARE EXCLUSIVE AND ARE GIVEN AND ACCEPTED IN LIEU OF ANY AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING AND WITHOUT LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AGAINST ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR USE FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

IN NO EVENT WILL UNAMI BE LIABLE FOR COMPENSATORY, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR OTHER DAMAGES. UNAMI’S AGGREGATE LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO A DEFECTIVE PRODUCT SHALL IN ANY EVENT BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT PAID TO UNAMI FOR THAT DEFECTIVE PRODUCT. UNAMI SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR LOSS OF PROFIT, LOSS OF ANTICIPATED SAVINGS OR REVENUE, LOSS OF INCOME, LOSS OF BUSINESS, LOSS OF OPPORTUNITY, LOSS OF PRODUCTION, LOSS OF REPUTATION, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES.